ICT-III. Session I

**Project: Short Film**

This year you’re going to work in a single but very important project. The objective for ICT III is to learn to use the main tools to create a **short film**. This short film, worked in groups, will be presented at the end of the year.

**Tools**

- Sound Edition
- Image Edition
- Video Edition

This project is based in long-term work, including different items like a **script**, a **storyboard**, **location finding**... To monitor your results in those items, each group will create a **blog** to register each of the tasks.

**Session I**

**Task I.** With who do you want to work? Form your workgroup! (3 to 5)

**Task II.** What do you want to do? Brainstorm!!! Think of 4 ideas for a short film and write them! But careful! Your short films must be 7 to 10 minutes long!!! Later you will expose them to your teacher and he/she will help you to decide which one is better.

**Task III.** Blog It! Once you have decided what your short film is going to be about, create a blog via Blogger in which you are going to inform of the progress of your work. Remember to send the blog URL to your teacher!